Introduction
The knowledge of intrinsic dynamics in terms of joint torques and muscle tensions is of importance for clinical investigations. The common process is to solve a multibody inverse dynamic problem based on a set of iterative equations using noisy experimental data as guest. Body segment accelerations are usually assessed by double differentiation, a method well-known to amplify kinematic measurement noise. As a result, iterative equations propagate uncertainties leading to inconsistencies between measured external force and the rate of change of linear momentum. Recent studies addressed this residual force problem by adjusting mass distribution while they calculate force tensions [1] or by dealing with acceleration computation [2, 3] . However, these different approaches were based on a least-square problem still leading to approximate intrinsic dynamics. The aim of this communication is to compute joint accelerations by solving a dynamic optimization problem. We will examine the effect of the optimal adjustment on joint torques and muscle tensions.
Methods

Acceleration adjustments
The optimization problem consisted in minimizing the sthenic criterion:
while respecting the dynamic model:
where ‫ݍ‬ ሺ‫ݐ‬ሻ is the vector of absolute joint coordinates (for i = 1, …, 4), ‫ݍ‬ሶ and ‫ݍ‬ ప ሷ are the first and second order time-derivatives of ‫ݍ‬ , ‫ݍ‪൫‬ܨ‬ ሺ‫ݐ‬ሻ, ‫ݍ‬ሶ ሺ‫ݐ‬ሻ, ‫ݍ‬ ప ሷ ሺ‫ݐ‬ሻ൯ and ‫ܨ‬ ሺ‫ݐ‬ሻ are the vectors of ground reaction force expressed as a function of the measured joint and measured by a force platform and ߬ is the vector of joint driving torques. This dynamic problem is recasted in a parametric optimization problem [4] through the use of a quartic spline of class ‫ܥ‬ ଶ . Over each subintervals ‫ܫ‬ ൌ ሾ‫ݐ‬ , ‫ݐ‬ ାଵ ሿ , the forth-order polynom is defined:
Considering that at each connecting point, the joint coordinates ‫ݍ‬ derived from measurement. The link relations on the first and second derivatives let appear the coefficients as function of a vector ܺ to optimize: ܺ ൌ ൫‫ݍ‬ሷ ሺ0ሻ, … , ‫ݍ‬ሷ ൫‫ݐ‬ ൯, … , ‫ݍ‬ሷ ሺܶሻ ൯ ் which collected the joint accelerations at each connecting points. The muscle properties ‫ݎ(‬ ሻ were taken from [5] Experimental data and inverse dynamics A subject (mass: 76 Kg, height: 1.76 m) performed at self-selected velocity a knee flexion on a force plate (Kistler, Switzerland) sampled at 1000 Hz. The tridimensional trajectories of 16 markers were simulnateously recorded at 50 Hz using a motion analysis system (Biogesta, France). Joint torques (߬ ) of a 4-segment planar model were computed by a top-down process based on iterative NewtonEuler equations in which inertial parameters were provided by de Leva [6] .
Muscle tension assessment
Analysis of results
Numerical optimizations were tested on the knee flexion with 51 connecting points. Our optimal inverse dynamic approach was compared with classical top-down inverse dynamics in terms of ground reaction forces, joint accelerations, joint torques and muscle tensions by computing root mean square differences (RMSd).
Results and Discussion
Dynamic optimization was effective. The unknown joint accelerations were perfectly adjusted to match the discrete force plate measurements. No residual force (table 1) were observed Consequently, joint accelerations, joint torques and muscle tensions (figure 1) gave a new insigth of the movement. joint acceleration were underestimated with common double differentiation (non-optimal method) As an example, the knee acceleration amplitude was 60% larger while it was computed using our optimization approach (Fig. 1, top) . Regarding dynamic parameters, the non-optimal method overestimated them. With adjusted acceleration,we highlighted a phase (from 0 to 0.48s) were muscle tensions remain stables. This would be hidden by the uncertainty propagation associated with double differentation. A reliability study should confirm it. Contrary to least-square approach [2, 3] , the perfect relation between kinematics and dynamics would enhance the identification of pathological dysfunction as well as the efficiency of forward simulation Our method is subject to limitations. It does not consider as [2] the force measurement uncertainty.
Comparison with least-square method would be carried out in future research. Moreover, optimal accelerations are still sensitive to the inertial data. Further study would be to associated with an optimal mass distribution algorithm.
Conclusions
In conclusion, our optimal inverse dynamic method improves the dynamic model by proposing input kinematic data in accordance with force measurement. This innovative method allowed computing joint accelerations without implement the double differentiation. . Improving joint torques and thus muscle tension computation should enhance the dynamic simulation of musculoskeletal model.
